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In this paper I develop a detailed dynamic model of firm behavior in order to see
whether financial constraints are important propagation mechanisms. I also consider
whether the environments of individual firms affect the way in which financial con-
straints operate at the aggregate level. To do this, I develop a model of a firm that
faces finance constraints, fixed costs and persistent idiosyncratic shocks. I find that
persistent shocks can drive firms with similar financial endowments to adopt radi-
cally different financial policies. At the aggregate level, I find that financial con-
straints can affect the volatility and persistence of output, but that the sizes and even
the directions of these effects are sensitive to firms’ environments.
JEL Classification: E32, E62.
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11. Introduction




internal dynamics of the model do little to amplify or extend the effects of the underlying
productivity shocks. Several studies suggest that financial accelerators can increase the
volatility and/or persistence of output.1 A second reason for attention is a large body of
evidence that suggests that financial frictions play a role in consumption and investment
behavior, and are a reason why monetary shocks have real effects.2
In this paper I develop a detailed dynamic model of firm behavior to see whether finan-
cial constraints are important propagation mechanisms. In addition to considering whether
financial constraints matter in the aggregate, I seek to identify the links between firm-level
and aggregate behavior. In particular, I consider whether changes in the environments of
individual firms, such as changes in their returns to scale, change the effects of financial
constraints at the aggregate level. Doing this requires a thorough understanding of how
firms behave, and thus I develop and analyze the firm’s problem in some detail. In brief, I
find that persistent idiosyncratic shocks can drive firms with similar financial endowments
to adopt radically different financial policies. At the aggregate level, I find that financial
constraints do affect the volatility and persistence of output, but that the sizes and even the
directions of these effects are sensitive to firms’ environments.
Financial accelerators have been attributed to a variety of causes.3 One group of studies,
4Two good examples include Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997) and Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1998).
5Bernanke and Gertler (1995), Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1996,1998), Hubbard (1998) and Winter
(1998) provide extensive lists of references. On the monetary side, these effects are often called the credit
channel of monetary transmission.
6Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1996) and Winter (1998) provide more detailed literature reviews.
2exemplifiedbyBernankeandGertler(1989)andCarlstromandFuerst(1997),derivefinan-
cial accelerators from an underlying problem of costly state verification.4 A second group
of studies assumes that borrowers have private information ex-ante.5 Y et another type of
friction arises when firms are able to renege on their debt contracts; the most important
application of these frictions to the business cycle is Kiyotaki and Moore (1997).
In contrast to the studies just discussed, where borrowing is usually treated as a one-
shot deal,6 there is a large body of work where borrowers pick their financial policies as
part of a non-trivial dynamic optimization problem.7 In many cases, the analysis is partial
equilibrium, and in most the financial constraints are posited—perhaps with some infor-
mal justification—rather than derived from first principles.8 A common result across these
studies is that a borrower’s optimal policies are quite nonlinear in its net worth and produc-
tivity.9 Such a result comports with several empirical studies that find that small and large
firms have different financial behavior.10
This immediately raises the question of whether financial constraints matter in the ag-
gregate. To consider this question, I develop a model of a (potentially) infinite-lived firm
7The story is that unless the lender audits, borrowers will always declare the worst possible outcome, and
default on their debt as fully as their contracts allow. Studies in this vein include Gertler (1992, 1995), Fisher
(1994) Fuerst (1995), and Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1998).
8Perhaps the best known of these studies is Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), who show that lenders that issue
standard debt contracts face an acute and often perverse problem of adverse selection. Other papers include
Myers and Majluf (1984) and Lucas and McDonald (1992), both of which tap into a body of work in finance,
and Azariadis and Smith (1998).
9Notable exceptions are Gertler (1992) and Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997).
:Zeldes (1989), Deaton (1991), Hubbard and Kayshap (1992) and Whited (1992) approach the problem by
deriving euler equations. Other authors use dynamic programming; Radner and Shepp (1996) and Milne and
Robertson (1994, 1996) study the firm’s problem in continuous time, while Gross (1994), Ono (1996), Pratap
and Rendón (1997) and Winter (1998) study it in discrete time.
;The financial constraints are assumed in large part because optimal contracting is much more difficult under
suchlong-termrelationships. Agoodexampleiscostlystateverification. AsTownsend(1982)shows,lenders
can often forgo costly audits (which lead to balance sheet effects) by conditioning future borrowing on past
announcements.
<See, for example, the asymmetric firm-level impulse response functions found by Ono (1996).
43See Fisher (1999) or Cooley and Quadrini (1999a), and the references therein.
3that cannot issue new equity and faces borrowing constraints. Each firm’s productivity is
stochastic, with a persistent but stationary idiosyncratic component. There is a fixed cost
to continued operation: each period the firm must decide, on the basis of its productivity
and financial resources, whether the value of staying in business exceeds this fixed cost.
Using dynamic programming, I characterize the firm’s production and finance problems
both analytically and numerically. I simulate the behavior of a large collection of these
firms and calibrate the model to reproduce aggregate debt/equity ratios and exit rates. I
then introduce an aggregate productivity shock to see whether aggregate decision variables
follow this shock closely, or take on additional dynamics due to financial frictions.
My methodological approach most closely resembles those of Deaton (1991) and Milne
and Robinson (1994), in that I hold interest rates and wages constant, and assume that
capital and labor flow freely in and out of the economy. This paper is thus complementary
to Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997), Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1998), and Cooley and
Quadrini (1999b) who consider closed economies where firm-level shocks have no serial
correlation.11 (In particular, the borrowing constraints I consider resemble those studied by
Cooley and Quadrini.) These studies also differ from mine by their lack of fixed costs, and
by their use of linearization;12 my analyses suggest that firms respond to aggregate shocks
in an asymmetric fashion.
At the firm level, I find that firms with poor productivity draws differ from firms with
good draws not only in their scale of operation, but in their general financial policies. In
particular, firms with poor productivity tend to hoard capital so that they will not be finan-
cially constrained if their productivity improves. This leads to them to be savers, rather
44In their complementary analysis of the steady state, Cooley and Quadrini (1999a) extend their model to
allow idiosyncratic shocks to have a persistent component, focusing on the two-state case.
45IncontrasttoCarlstromandFuerst,whoassumethatfirmsdifferonlybyscale,CooleyandQuadrini(1999b)
construct a distribution of firms that, depending on their equity, respond to aggregate shocks in quite different
ways. Cooley and Quadrini then linearize the economy around an invariant distribution of firms.
4than borrowers, in extreme cases holding more than 50 dollars of equity for each dollar
of capital. Firms with good productivity, on the other hand, tend to be borrowers, often
borrowing up to the limit. If one holds productivity fixed, bigger firms generally have a
higher fraction of internal resources—although some firms actually reduce their scale of
operations as they build up their equity. On the other hand, more productive firms tend
to be bigger and to have a lower fraction of internal resources. Like Gomes (1998), who




(and endogenous exit) can have large and arguably surprising effects on output volatility.
These effects depend in large part on how output behaves in the frictionless alternative.
In particular, firms in a frictionless world adjust their scale of operations to maximize ex-
pected profits, while financially constrained firms have their scale set by their borrowing
constraints. It is then not surprising that in the baseline case, where each firm’s returns to
scale are 0.975—so that productivity shocks induce large changes in the profit-maximizing
scale—adding financial constraints nearly halves the standard deviation of output. On the
other hand, if the firms’ returns to scale are lowered from their baseline value of 0.975 to
0.9, output is more volatile when financial constraints are present. I also find that when
the idiosyncratic firm-level shocks are uncorrelated (and the model is suitably recalibrated)
finance constraints have a much smaller effect on volatility.
I find that financial frictions make the effects of aggregate shocks more persistent, but
only slightly so. The mechanism is the one exposited in Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997): a
positive technology shock leads to more output, which relaxes financial constraints, which
inturnleadstostillmoreoutput. Moreover,whenthetechnologyprocessispersistent,firms
5will respond to positive shocks by building up their financial resources—as their internal
investment prospects have improved—which propagates the shocks’ effects even further.
But this internal propagation, even when statistically significant, is relatively small. This
is especially true with respect to the serial correlation of output growth. Like Cooley and
Quadrini (1999b), I find that the ratio of profits to equity is just too small to generate a
powerful financial accelerator.
Finally, I find that finance constraints generate asymmetric aggregate behavior. In par-
ticular, the increase in aggregate output that follows a positive technology shock is bigger
than the decrease in aggregate output that follows a negative shock. This asymmetry re-
flects in turn underlying asymmetries in exit rates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I develop the underlying
model of firm behavior. In section 3, I describe how I numerically solve and calibrate the
modelforanaggregateeconomy. Insection4,Idiscussthebaselineresults,whileinsection
5, I consider some alternative specifications. I conclude in section 6.
2. The Model
2.1 The Firm’s Problem
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where _| denotes dividends at time |, o denotes the constant risk-free rate of interest, and
.| E denotes expectations conditional on information available at time |.
I follow Gross (1994), Milne and Robertson (1994,1996) and Deaton (1991) by assum-
ing that  5 Efc This has the economic interpretation that the firm’s managers discount
moreheavilythanthemarket, which, asIdiscussinsomedetailbelow, rulesoutunbounded
6saving.13
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with kc j 5 Efc.14 4| 5P is a stochastic productivity parameter. Note the production
lag: the firm must acquire its inputs before it observes 4|. For technical reasons, I assume
that
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and if } is strictly increasing, so is C.
Once +| is realized, the firm simultaneously makes its dividend and production deci-
sions. The firm has two general production options. The first option is continued opera-
tion. Continued operation—with or without production—imposes a fixed cost of   f
units of output. Once an ongoing firm has paid any dividends, settled with its creditors,
and surrendered its fixed cost, it acquires capital and labor for next period’s production.
Because of their analytical convenience, the operating firm’s budget and financial con-
straintscloselyfollowthosesetforthinCooleyandQuadrini(1999b). Letequity,e|,d e n o te
the amount of capital the firm owns, prior to issuing dividends. Equity follows




|  E n oK|c (3)
where K| denotes one-period debt, and B 5 dfc denotes depreciation, and
46One justification for such an assumption can be found in Gross, who appeals to such works as Jenson
and Meckling (1976), where shareholders fear that firms with too much cash will spend it on management
perquisites.
47The theoretical results of this paper hold for a broader set of functions: see Cooley and Quadrini (1999a).
7h e|  e|    _|c (4)
is post-dividend equity for an ongoing firm.
In addition to the capital it owns, the firm rents capital and hires labor. These expenses
must be paid in advance—capital used for production at time | nis rented at time |—so
that the firm faces the following cash-in-advance constraint:
K| ' ,| no& E&| h e| (5)
 and o& denote the real wage and the rental cost of capital, respectively. I assume that
o& ' o n B (6)
AsCooleyandQuadrini(1999b)show, thisassumption ensuresthatthefirmpreferstohold
its equity in the formof capital, rather than negativedebt. This follows fromthe production
lag: by holding capital the firm earns not only capital rents equal (after depreciation) to the
return on bonds, but interest on those rents. I also assume that:
Assumption 2 (Discounting). The discount premium of the firm’s management is such
that q  
nonouo&
no 	 .
Assumption 2 in turn suggests that equity is bounded:
Assumption 3 (Boundedness). Equity has a finite upper bound: e|  e	4 .
While I provide no formal proof of this assumption, intuitively one should expect that
under optimal behavior equity will be bounded from above because of decreasing returns
and the way in which managers discount more heavily than the market; in the exposition
below I will not explicitly consider this bound.
In addition to the budget constraints, an operating firm faces two finance constraints.
The first is that dividends are non-negative:
_|  f (7)
In addition to reflecting the limited liability of shareholders, equation (7) operationalizes
8the restriction that the firm cannot issue new equity.15 The second restriction is an upper
bound on debt:







One can justify such a borrowing constraint as a form of the collateral constraints studied
by Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), or as a response to the enforceability problems mentioned
by Cooley and Quadrini (1999a). )	would occur when banks could not recover the
full value of the firm’s assets, while):would occur when firms could offer as collateral
some of the inputs they purchase with the loans.
Finally, the firm must satisfy the non-negativity constraints
&|c, | f (10)
Giventhechoiceofproductionfunction,however,anyfirmchoosingtooperatewillacquire
positive amounts of capital and labor.
The second production option available to the firm is liquidation, where the firm pays
a final dividend and closes its doors. I assume that liquidation imposes no costs per se,
but allows the firm to avoid the fixed cost of continued operation. If the firm chooses to
liquidate, it faces the following constraints:
f  _|  e|c (11)
&| ' ,| ' K| ' e|n 'f  (12)
Combining the borrowing and cash-in-advance constraints yields
48AsinGreenwaldandStiglitz(1993), Gross(1994), orMilneandRobertson(1994,1996), onecanjustifythis
restriction as a realistic one that reflects asymmetric information. The basic idea, as expressed by Myers and
Majluf(1984), isthatnewequityissuesdamageexistingshareholdersbysignalingthatthefirmisovervalued.
9E n o&h e|  ,| no&&|c (13)
which, when combined with the non-negativity constraints, provides a lower bound on
equity. In particular, when the firm’s equity does not cover its fixed costs (e|  ), its
only feasible action is liquidation. Note that this definition of bankruptcy differs slightly
frominsolvencyinthestandardsense; since4|—andthusoutput—isalwayspositive, when
)   the borrowing constraint ensures that the firm can always pay off its debt. In this
case one can reasonably assume that the interest rate charged on debt equals the risk-free
rate. One implication of the bankruptcy threshold is that liquidation is permanent: once a
firm shuts down, it cannot reopen at some future date.
2.2 Analytical Solution
Solving the liquidation problem (setting _| = e|), the firm’s problem has the following re-
cursive formulation:
T Ee|c4 |'4 @  i e |cT 7Ee |c4 |jc (14)
T7 Ee|c4 |fce | c
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In Appendix A, I use standard arguments to show that the recursive approach is well-
defined. I focus here on characterizing the solution. Moving along equity, the solution
space breaks into three regions. The first region is f  e|   (T is not defined for
e| 	 f), where the firm must liquidate. The second region is 	e |	e ,w h e r et h ef i r m
chooses to liquidate and avoid its fixed cost. The third region is e| :e  ,w h e r et h ef i r m
chooses to stay in business. (This region might not exist.) This is formalized in:
Proposition 1.F o ra l l45 P, :f cthere exists an eE4 5 Ec4 such that for e	e ,
liquidation is an optimal strategy, and for e:e  , operating is the optimal strategy. In
addition, eE4 is decreasing in 4, and when finite is strictly decreasing in 4.
The key result in Proposition 1 is that the operating threshold e is strictly greater than
10the fixed cost . This means that firms that can continue to operate will at times choose to
shut down. In practice, the operating threshold is considerably higher than the fixed cost,
with the effect that many firms exit by choice rather than by bankruptcy. This comports
with Cooley and Quadrini’s (1999a) observation that most firms exit for reasons beside
bankruptcy. Unlike their model, where most exit is exogenous, in this setup it is the firms
with the weakest business prospects (value of 4) that are most likely to voluntarily exit.16
In the numerical exercises below, I work with equation (14). To gain insight into the
firm’s problem, however, it is useful to rewrite T7 (for e: ) as a Lagrangean:17
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where V and  are the multipliers associated with the dividend and borrowing constraints,
respectively.18 Using the perturbation approach of Zeldes (1989) or Pakes (1994), one can
show that:
49As discussed below, it turns out that h4+, will at times be infinite, so that firms with particularly low values
of  will exit regardless of their equity. In some respects this is like Cooley and Quadrini’s device of an
exogenous catastrophic productivity shock. But in the model at hand, it is the firms with lower values of 
that are most likely to experience a ‘‘shutdown shock’’ in the future. Put differently, in the model at hand the
shutdown shocks and the shocks for operating firms represent draws from the same distribution, rather than
the merger of two separate distributions.
4:Without further restrictions on Y , a solution to the saddle-point problem in (15) is sufficient, but not neces-
sary for a solution to (14). (See Takayama, 1985, Theorem 1.B.4.)
4;The upper bounds on the multipliers  and # are technical restrictions used in the proof of Proposition 2
below. Intuitively, since the operatingthresholdh4 +,strictlyexceedsthe fixedcost F, the marginalproducts
of capital and labor should be finite, so that the marginal benefits of relaxing the financing constraints are
finite as well.
11Proposition 2.F o r e: , the solution to the saddle-point problem denoted by T7 in
equation (15) must obey first-order conditions.
While T Ee isdifferentiablealmost everywhere,19 itis more difficult toshowthatT  Ee
has the standard envelope properties, and in the proof of Proposition 2, I derive the first or-
der conditions shown below without even assuming that T7 is differentiable. Nonetheless,
it is revealing to take the more standard approach.
Notice first that the first order conditions for capital and labor, when combined, give the









As Cooley and Quadrini (1999a) point out, this reduces the firm’s problem to a choice over
dividends (equivalently h e) and debt; after standard manipulations the law of motion for
equity becomes
e|n 'E B h e |n4 | n Eo&h e| n K|












debt). But once firms have rented out any excess capital, they must invest these revenues
either in their own production (hiring labor) or in bonds, as the rental market has already
cleared—mechanically, the cash-in-advance constraint (5) holds with strict equality—and
if the returns to production are low, the firms might wish to purchase some bonds.
Returning to the formulation of the problem in equation (15), one can use the envelope
theorem to confirm that





It turns out that (21) holds when the firm liquidates as well: under liquidation, T increases
linearly ine and one cansafelyset V to f because dividends are being paid. Note that T  Ee
also must equal nVby the simple fact that relaxing the dividend constraint is identical
to increasing equity. Upon inserting (21), the first order condition for post-dividend equity,
h e|,i s
nV |'q.|E n V|nn |E no &c (22)
with the parameter q	defined in Assumption 2.
Now we can begin to characterize the way in which an operating firm dynamically man-
ages its finances. Note first that if V| ' | 'f ,q	implies (22) will hold only if
V|n : f in some state. In other words, the firm will always run some risk of being finan-
cially constrained. The reason for this is that q	allows the firm to engage in a form of
‘‘arbitrage’’ for its owners. Because owners demand an above-market rate of return, they
gain when firms borrow on their behalf and pay the proceeds out as dividends. Firms can-
not play this game indefinitely, however, because of their financial constraints. Once these
constraints bite deeply enough, thebestreturn available to the firmis in its own production.
Even if the constraints do not bind at time |, the firm must consider the possibility that they
will emerge in the future; this is why V|n appears inside the expectations in equation (22).
To see this more clearly, recursively substitute (22) to get:








One can thus view the value of the dividend constraint as the expected present value of the
borrowing constraints, with q the discount factor.20 The dividend constraint will bind if
53Equation(23)alsocontainsabubbleterm,ew,thatsatisfiesHw4 +ew,@
 4e w  4. ButwhenY 3 +h,@4 .  w,
H w+ Y3+ h w . m,, is not well-defined as m $4unless ew @3 .
13the firm expects the borrowing constraint to bind strongly enough in the future, although
not necessarily at time |.A sqapproaches , the firm places increasing weight on avoiding
constraints atany date, and becomes less inclined to issuedividends. Similar effects appear
in Zeldes (1989), Hubbard and Kayshap (1992), and Whited (1992).
Workingintheoppositedirectionisthepossibilityofliquidation: asliquidationbecomes
more likely, the probability that V|n 'fincreases. It also follows from (22) that a firm
likely to shut down in the near future will borrow heavily today; since q	 ,i fV | n 'f
in all possible states—either because of liquidation or because of strong financial health—
| must be positive. It is well-known that bankruptcy introduces convex returns that can
induce risk-seeking behavior.21 Similar effects can appear in the problem at hand because
firms sometimes choose or are forced into liquidation. This introduces a convexity into
our problem, although one that differs from the standard case. Under the typical approach,
bankruptcy makes returns convex by imposing a binding floor on the firm’s liabilities. In
the case at hand, the need to cover fixed costs makes firm’s value function convex around
the point where the firm is indifferent between operating and shutting down.
Now consider the special case where  'f . In the absence of a fixed cost, e E4'f :
the firm will always choose to operate. This allows us to set T ' T7, with T7 defined as
in equation (14). Standard arguments show that T is now concave, so that the first-order
conditions just discussed are sufficient for an optimum. This implies that:
Proposition 3. When  'f , there exists an equity threshold e2 E4, such that an optimal
dividend policy is 6@%ifcee 2E 4  j , and optimal capital, labor and borrowing are
constant for e  e2 E4.
Once the firm reaches e2 E4, the expectation of T d| n oremains constant with respect
to equity, and T Eec4 becomes linear in equity. This sort of dividend threshold is common
54Stiglitz and Weiss’ (1981) seminal study shows how this non-convexity can lead to severe problems of
adverse selection. Closer to the problem at hand, Gross (1994) shows how for certain parameter values
limited liability induces risk-seeking behavior. Milne and Robertson (1996) raise a similar point as well.
14in the literature; among other places, it appears in Gross (1994), Ono (1996), Milne and
Robertson (1994, 1996), and Cooley and Quadrini (1999a). While there is no convenient
characterization for :f , such a threshold invariably appeared in earlier numerical work.
To recapitulate, the firm will retain its earnings when it views the probability that the
borrowingconstraintwillbind, eitherinthecurrentperiodorinthefuture, tobesufficiently
high. On the other hand, the agency premium  discourages the firm from accumulating
wealth, and once it has accumulated sufficient equity, the firm is willing to disburse excess
funds. In particular, the firm will always run some risk, perhaps small, of being collateral-
constrained at some future date. This implies that even if a firm could save its way out of
any possible financial dilemma, it will choose to not do so.
3. Numerical Methodology and Calibration
3.1 Numerical Methods
The numerical analysis has two distinct steps. The first is to find the firm’s optimal poli-
cies, which are of interest in and of themselves. Appendix B contains a description; in
brief, I find the value function and the optimal policies with a form of value function it-
eration.22 This means that the numerical solution does not utilize the first order condition
given by equation (23).23 The second step is to use these policies and a simulated sequence
of technology shocks to generate time series, which are then analyzed further. In doing this
analysis, I hold interest rates and wages fixed. With this assumption, generating aggregate
time series boils down to summing a collection of firm-level time series.







| is a firm-specific shock, and 4
| is a common aggregate shock. I assume further
55My programs incorporate code written by Rust (1996) for his study of bus replacement dynamics.
56On the other hand, I do impose the capital-labor ratio given by equation (18), and the policy threshold











each followafinite-state Markovchain. TheMarkovchain for the
firm-specific shock is a 10-element approximation of a gaussian AR(1) stochastic process,
which I derive with Tauchen’s (1986) methodology. The Markov chain for the aggregate
shock, on the other hand, is a symmetric two-state Markov chain calibrated by its variance
and serial correlation.24 I break the space of equity into a grid as well, in this case using
450 gridpoints, with the gridpoints clustered more tightly at lower values of equity.
Given a firm’s equity, e|, and technology, 4|, the policy functions discussed above pro-
videthefirm’sdividends, borrowing,laborandcapital.25 Thenassumingthefirmcontinues
tooperate,nextperiod’sequity,e|n,followsimmediatelyfromequation(16)andnextperi-
od’s technology, 4|n. This continues until e| drops below the operating threshold e E4|.
To generate sequences of 4|, I first use the two-state transition matrix for 4 to simulate a
single sequence of 4
| . Then for each firm , I use the firm-specific Markov transition ma-
trix to simulate an independent sequence of 47
|. Multiplied together, these two components
yield sequences of 4| with a common aggregate component.
In order to capture aggregate behavior, I assume that each period ?f new firms enter
the economy. These firms are endowed with a draw of 47
 from its invariant distribution
and an initial equity balance ef E4| described in the calibration section below. In each
period, aggregate totals for dividends, capital, and so on are found by summing across
the surviving firms. Taking logs, and discarding the first 300 observations, these totals
provide a sample path of 100 periods. I generate 16 such sample paths (?f is usually quite
large), and average their summary statistics. Note that there are two levels of averaging:




@ f5, and if we let s denote the probability of staying in the current state, the serial
correlation of the chain is 5s  4.
58This process is speeded up considerably by the assumption that policies follow the threshold rule described
in Proposition 3. For many values of , the threshold value h5 +, is considerably smaller than the upper
bound on the equity grid.
16the averaging across firms within a sequence to get an aggregate sample path, and the
averaging of summary statistics across sample paths. To enhance comparability, I use the
same sequences of aggregate shocks in all of the experiments.
3.2 Calibration
I calibrate the model on an annual basis, as more data is available at that frequency. The
following parameters are held fixed throughout the numerical exercises:
k (Capital’s Share) ff
B (Depreciation) ffS
o (Real Interest Rate) ffe
 (Real Wage) f
 (Debt-Equity Ratio) fbfe
T h ev a l u e so fkand o are standard. The value of B is consistent with the estimates in
Jones (1999).  'is a normalization; since I am focusing on firm behavior, I do not
follow the standard practicing of matching the observed quantity of labor hours. Using
these parameter values, one finds that the parameter  in the indirect equity accumulation
function (equation (19)) is approximately fH. I set the baseline value of ) to ,s ot h a t
'  3 B
no  fbfe. This ensures that firms can always pay off their loans—although they
mightnothaveenoughresourcestopayupcomingfixedcosts—whilegrantingthemalarge
amount of leverage to rent capital. With loans riskless, one can safely take the interest rate
o as fixed.
To estimate the idiosyncratic technology process 47
 , I work with the Bartlesman-Gray
(1996) NBER manufacturing productivity database. This database contains annual infor-
mationon458SIC4-digitmanufacturingindustriesfortheperiod1958-1994. Amongother
series, the Bartlesman-Gray database includes indices of total factor productivity. While I
have chosen to work with this data set because it is comprehensive and accurate, it does
restrict my analysis because all data are annual, and are collected at the industry, rather than
17firm level.26 In addition, the assumptions used to derive the productivity indices are not

















where: D| is the original index; @
f and @|
 denote industry- and time-specific effects, re-
spectively; @
2 is an industry-specific time-trend; r is a scaling factor; and 0| is a normally-
distributed, unit-variance innovation. u denotes the lag operator: I am assuming that devi-
ations from trend follow the same autoregressive process, up to scale, across all industries.
Using ordinary least squares, I find that the correlation coeffcient  equals f.e,a n dt h a t
the average value of the innovation standard deviation r is ffSe. This yields an uncon-
ditional standard deviation of H.S percent, which is roughly in line with the value used by
Gomes (1998), although Gomes assumes a much higher degree of serial correlation.
The aggregate technology process 4
| , on the other hand, is calibrated. I assume that
the log of this process has a serial correlation coefficient of fHD, which translates into a





to f22H percent, which in the simulations below allows the model to match the standard
deviation of the linearly detrended log of U.S. output over the period 1958-1994, which I
find to be roughly efS percent.27 The logs of both technology processes are normalized to
an expected value of zero, so that the expected value of the combined technology process
is approximately 1.
In the baseline case, I set j 'f  f2D, so that firms face almost constant returns to scale.
Cooley and Quadrini (1999a, 1999b) and Gomes (1998) use similar values. One result
of keeping j s m a l li st h a tt h ef i r m ’s optimal scale of operations changes dramatically in
response to changes in expected productivity; the elasticity is *j 'e f .
59Note that within an industry, firm-level shocks may be positively correlated due to industry-wide effects, or,
if there is no accounting for equilibrium, negatively correlated as firms compete for market share.
5:The measure of output used here is an annual analogue of that used in Jones (1999).
18This leaves three quantities to be calibrated: (1) the discount premium ; (2) the fixed
cost; andtheequityendowmentfornewfirmsef E4. Icalibratethesequantitiestomatch
three features of the data. The first is the finding by Gross (1994) that aggregate equity is
between 50 and 52 percent of aggregate assets.28 The analogous value generated by the
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where  denotes firms and | denotes time.29 Since firms rent out any excess capital, r
| can
be thought of as savings in a risk-free asset. This equity-to-assets ratio increases in ;a s
increases, firms discount the future less heavily, and thus become less willing to borrow
and engage in ‘‘dividend-borrowing arbitrage.’’ In the baseline case, I set  'f  bb.D,
which implies that the ‘‘effective discount rate’’ q is just over fbbDS.
The other two features of the data come from Evans (1987), who finds that over a 6-year
period, firms exit at an average rate of 4.18 percent per year, and that firms less than seven
years old exit at an annual rate of roughly 7.7 percent. In the simulations, the average exit
rate is given by ?f*?,w h e r e? fis the number of new firms entering each period, and ?
is the average number of firms in operation. The exit rate for ‘‘young’’ firms is found by
keeping track of the number of firms in the economy that are six years or less in age and
the number that are between one and seven years of age.30 In a stationary distribution, the
ratio of these two groups gives the exit rate for young firms.
5;This figure comes from summary statistics based on annual (beginning-of-period) Compustat data. Assets
are defined as the sum of capital and cash. Equity is defined as assets less debt.

















the baseline case turns out to be around 41 percent. Since real-life earnings (output) and labor expenses tend
tooccurcontemporaneously, thepre-dividendratioshowninthetextisprobablymorecomparabletothedata.
63I measure age at the beginning of the period, so that a new firm is 0 years old.
19Not surprisingly, both of the simulated exit rates increase in the fixed cost .31 A partic-
ularly striking result is that as  increases, e E4 goes to infinity for lower levels of 4;f o r
these values of 4, firms shut down regardless of their equity balances. While increasing the
equity endowment function ef E4 decreases both exit rates, its effect is most pronounced
for the young firms. In the baseline case, I achieved a fairly close match by setting  to
fDH., and setting ef E4 to D.eH for all values of 4. Under this endowment, firms with
the three lowest values of idiosyncratic technology never commence to operate. I account
for this in the simulations by truncating the distribution of start-up technologies to exclude
these low values. While I have calibrated ef E4 directly, one can also interpret it as the
steady-state solution to an entry problem of the kind discussed by Cooley and Quadrini
(1999a).32
4. Baseline Results
4.1 Optimal Policies for an Individual Firm
Table 1 shows some of the most important elements of a firm’s optimal policy function
for each value of the productivity process 4. (Quantities are expressed in terms of units
of output, the numeraire good.) Column (2) of this table shows that the firm’s operating
threshold, e E4, decreases in 4.33 Column (2) also shows that the operating threshold
is well above the fixed cost, , which in the baseline case is fDH..I n f a c t ,a t t h e t w o
lowest values of idiosyncratic technology shock, firms shut down at any equity balance—
the expected returns to operating do not cover the fixed cost. Column (3) shows that the
dividend threshold increases with 4;a s4increases, so do the expected returns to internal
64This result is not immediate. While h4 +, is increasing in F, increasing F can also induce firms to adopt
more cautious borrowing policies.
65Cooley and Quadrini (1999a) assume that firms are indistinguishable before they begin to operate, there is
a fixed cost to starting a new firm, and that there is a variable cost proportional to the firm’s initial equity. In
Cooley and Quadrini (1999b) the variable cost is replaced by a probability of exogenous failure.
66This threshold has been rounded up to the next point on the equity grid.
20funds.
Column (4) shows a firm’s optimal capital stock at the dividend threshold—at this point
any additional equity is disbursed as dividends. Comparing columns (3) and (4) shows that
at low values of 4, firms eventually become savers, with equity well in excess of capital.
These firms are hoarding capital so that they will not be financially constrained if their
operatingprospectsimprove. Eventhoughfirmsdiscountmoreheavilythanthemarket,the
possibility of future financial constraints makes the internal return to saving quite high. On
the other hand, firms with the highest values of 4 borrow up to the limit. To see why those
firms still carry debt, recall that when firms discount more heavily than the market, they
can engage in a form of arbitrage by issuing debt and using the proceeds to pay dividends.
The cost of this arbitrage, of course, is the risk that firms will be financially constrained in
the future. But when current productivity is high, firms are unlikely to need more capital
in the future than they do today—in fact if productivity drops, they will need much less.
As a result, firms with high productivity face little risk when borrowing, and thus borrow
heavily.
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Comparing columns (5) and (4) shows that at low values of 4, firms operate at levels well
in excess of the classical optimum. They do this for the same reason that they save: should
4 rise in the future, the value of any additional output is well above its market price of
1. When technology takes on its highest value, firms still operate at a scale beyond the
classical optimum, but for a different reason: firms now expand their scope of operation to
take advantage of ‘‘arbitrage’’ opportunities.34
67Using the indirect revenue function contained in equation (19), in the classical case the problem given by









21Figure 1 displays some of the firm’s policy functions in greater detail. The first panel
of Figure 1 shows the policies that arise when the productivity parameter 4 equals 0.976.
Consider what happens as equity increases. Panel A shows firms begin operations with a
fair amount of debt, borrowing in order to generate additional revenues. But investing in
internal production is risky, even if the expected return is high. Therefore, as firms accu-
mulate some equity, they begin to move their capital out of internal production and into the
rental market. This generates the surprising result that firms with better finances choose
to produce less. (Similar effects appear for all values of 4 less than or equal to 1.119.)
Recall that when the probability of exiting is high, a firm’s returns can be convex across
realizations of 4. When this is the case, firms will seek risk, i.e., use their capital to pro-
duce instead of renting it out. But as equity increases, the odds of shutting down decrease,
making firms morerisk-averse andinducingthemto reducetheirscaleofoperations. Since
firms must also purchase labor, they continue to borrow, but they steadily reduce their debt.
As equity grows, accumulated savings start to dwarf internal capital needs. Eventually,
firms accumulate so much savings that their rental income covers labor costs as well. At
this point, with rental markets closed, firms put their excess income into bonds, so that debt
is negative. Finally, when equity is around 24 units of output, firms stop growing, and start
paying dividends.
The second panel of Figure 1 shows the policies that are optimal when 4 equals 1.216.
When productivity is this high, a firm’s strategies are much simpler: borrow to the limit
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the baseline quantities, this translates into an increase of 16.597%. By this criterion, the capital stock in the
last row of column (4) of Table 1 should be 1119.67, which is in fact what it is.
22until all arbitrage opportunities are exhausted.35
Table1 andFigure1 both showthatfirmswith differentproductivitydraws adoptfunda-
mentally different financial and production strategies. In particular, more productive firms
tend to produce more and to have a much lower fraction of internal resources. On the other
hand, if one holds productivity fixed, bigger firms generally have a higher fraction of inter-
nal resources—although some firms actually reduce their scale of operation as they build
up their equity. As Gomes (1998) points out, even if larger firms are on average more fi-
nancially sound, the relationship between a firm’s size and its finances is hardly a simple
monotonic one.36
4.2 Aggregate Behavior
Before looking at the simulation results, it is useful to establish a benchmark. Suppose
there were no financial frictions. Assuming idiosyncratic uncertainty does not matter in















| follows a two-state Markov chain, it is straightforward to find the Markov chain
for *?E+W
|. Doing this, one finds that the log of output has a standard deviation of around
7.75 percent and serial correlation of 0.858, while output growth has a standard deviation
of about 4.13 percent and serial correlation of -0.047.
Table2presentssomeofthesummarystatistics, withstandarderrorsinparentheses. The
last3rowsofTable2givethreeofthesummarystatisticsusedtocalibratethemodel. Recall
from section 3 that the observed equity/assets ratio was 50-52 percent, the observed exit
68See the discussion in footnote 34.
69In Gomes’ analysis, firms must hold all their assets in the form of operating capital. As a result, the differ-
ences in the financial policies of low productivity and high productivity firms are a bit less stark. Cooley and
Quadrini (1999a) also consider the effects of persistent idiosyncratic shocks, analyzing the case where the
shocks have a persistent and an uncorrelated component. While their analysis shows that low productivity
firms borrow less, the variance of the two-state persistent component is small enough to allow the financial
policies of high and low productivity firms to differ only in degree, rather than in kind.
23rate for all firms was 4.18 percent, and the observed exit rate for firms 0-6 years in age was
7.7 percent. Comparing this to Table 2, we see that the model replicates the equity/assets
ratio, overshoots the total exit rate by about 9 percent, and undershoots the exit rate for
young firms by about 3 percent.
The remaining (first) 10 rows of Table 2 present means, standard deviations and serial
correlations for various aggregate variables. All of the variables are logged, and except
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, the variables are first summed





























Comparing the summary statistics for the two productivity series suggests that the idiosyn-
cratic shocks have relatively little aggregate effect. Simple calculations also indicate that
the idiosyncratic shocks have small, although not infintessimal, aggregate effects.37
The first column of Table 2 contains the means of the aggregate values. Note that im-
puted productivity has a mean of 0.34, even though the logged aggregate productivity
process is zero-mean. While this discrepancy in large part reflects aggregation bias,38 it
also reflects the tendency for low productivity firms to exit the market more rapidly.
6:Another way to gauge the effect of the idiosyncratic shocks is to recall that the log of the idiosyncratic
process has a standard deviation of 8.76 percent, so that the average of these idiosyncratic shocks across
88,000 firms has a standard deviation of 0.03 percent. Since the aggregate productivity shock has a standard
deviation of 0.228 percent, the total standard deviation is just under 0.230 percent, revealing an upward bias
of around 0.9 percent.
6;There are two types of aggregation bias here. The first type of bias reflects the use of a production function
with decreasing returns to scale. To see the scope of this bias, suppose there are Q identical firms with a















With  @3 = 358 and 88,000 firms, this yields an upward bias of about 0.285. The second type of bias reflects
the tendency of more productive firms to operate at a larger scale; see Basu and Fernald (1995).
24The second column of Table 2 contains standard deviations, and shows that the stan-
dard deviation of output is 4.1 percent, roughly half the benchmark amount. Similarly, the
standard deviation of output growth, 1.62, is about half the benchmark amount. There are
several possible explanations for this result. The first is that finance constraints prevent
firms from responding to aggregate shocks. Firms in a frictionless world pick their scale
of operations to maximized expected profits; equation (27) shows that in the frictionless
benchmarkmodelmostofthemovementinoutputisattributabletochangesininputs,rather
than direct changes in productivity. Financially constrained firms, on the other hand, have
their scale set by their borrowing constraints. As a result, financial frictions will amplify,
rather than dampen, the effect of productivity shocks only if borrowing constraints have
a bigger response to productivity shocks than does the optimal scale. But as Cooley and
Quadrini (1999b) point out, aggregate productivity shocks in general do not have large ef-
fectsonequity,becauseproductionissmallrelativetoassets. Moreover,inthebaselinecase
the elasticity of the optimal scale is *j 'e f . It follows that when productivity improves,
credit-constrained firms cannot expand as fully as unconstrained ones. And when pro-
ductivity worsens, credit-constrained firms do not shrink as much as unconstrained ones,
because the credit-constrained firms are already operating below their optimal scale.
Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997) provide a second possible explanation. They note that fi-
nancial constraints can act like adjustment costs, leading firms to smooth investment and
production.39 For firms with few financial resources, this effect has some plausibility. Re-
call from Figure 1 that firms with low equity sometimes reduce their production as their
finances improve. These firms use internal production as a substitute for financial assets
when their internal resources are low, and switch to financial assets as their finances im-
prove. A review of Table 1, however, shows that well-funded firms behave in a different
6<Background results graciously provided by Timothy Fuerst show a volatility drop of around 10 percent.
25fashion. Column (5) of Table 1 shows that in the classical case, the capital stock that is
optimal when aggregate productivity is high is 16.8 percent larger than the stock that is
optimal when productivity is low. Doing the same comparison with column (4) of Table
1 shows that financial constraints change the ratios very little, which suggests that finan-
cial constraints induce very little production smoothing among healthy firms. Recall that
column (4) of Table 1 shows only the capital that firms use in internal production. While
firms will accumulate their financial buffers in the form of capital, they can always rent out
their capital to other firms. Firms wishing to guard against future finance constraints adjust
their assets, not their production. This too can be seen in Table 1; note that the discrepancy
between the dividend thresholds is often much smaller than 16.8 percent.
The second column of Table 2 also shows that dividends are much more volatile than
output. This is not surprising, as the firm has a linear return function and and a strictly
concave production function. On the other hand, productivity—both actual and imputed—
is much less volatile, a result of the fixed price assumption.
The third column shows the standard deviations for the data after it has been passed
through the Hodrick-Prescott filter, with the smoothness parameter set to 100. Compar-
ing the second and third columns shows that the dividend series has a particularly high
proportion of high-frequency variation, while the number of firms has a particularly low
proportion.
The fourth column of Table 2 presents serial correlations, and shows that financial fric-
tions generate some persistence. In particular, output has a correlation of 0.91, as opposed
to the benchmark value of 0.858, while output growth has a correlation of 0.01, as opposed
to the benchmark value of -0.047. But these differences, even if statistically significant,
are quantitatively small. For example, an 6 percentage point increase in the autocorrelation
of output growth is one-fifth of the observed autocorrelation of 30 percent. Financial fric-
26tions do not generate much persistence, for the same reasons that they do not amplify the
volatility of output.
The final column of Table 2 shows the serial correlations for the Hodrick-Prescott-
filtered data. Perhaps the most striking result is that the data have a much lower correlation
at the higher frequencies, which follows from the way in which the aggregate technology
process is approximated with a two-state Markov chain. The pattern of correlations across
different series, however, is quite similar across the two types of detrending.
Table 3 shows contemporaneous correlations. A note on dating: output, dividends and
productivity are measured at the end of a period, while all other variables are measured at
the beginning of a period. Since output at time time | depends on productivity at time|, but
inputs purchased at time |, this is the more relevant ordering. The first panel of Table 3
shows the correlations for unfiltered data. Note that dividends are only weakly procyclical
and are in fact negatively correlated with productivity. When productivity increases, so
do the expected returns to internal production, and firms will respond by retaining more
earnings. Only as the boom continues, and firms build up their finances, will dividends
begin to rise back.40 Another interesting result is that the correlation between output and
productivity,whilehigh,isfarfromperfect; productionlagsandfinanceconstraintsweaken
the relationship. The second panel of Table 3 shows the correlations for the data after it has
been passed through the Hodrick-Prescott filter. Comparing the two panels shows that the
correlations are less positive at the higher frequencies, but exhibit similar patterns.
Table 3 also shows that the number of firms is procyclical and positively correlated
with productivity. Endogenous exit thus generates a significant amount of output volatility;
the standard deviation of logged output per firm, *?E+*?, is 3.2 percent, well below the
73The measure of dividends used here does not include the payments made by exiting firms. Since exit
is countercyclical, however, liquidation payments should have correlations similar to those of the dividend
payments of ongoing firms.
27standard deviation of total output.41
The analyses of the baseline case conclude with Figure 2, which presents impulse re-
sponse functions. To create these functions, I generate 16 sample paths of the aggregate
economy using a common sequence of aggregate productivity draws, and take averages.
In particular, aggregate productivity first alternates between its two values—period by
period—for 300 years, and then takes the same value for 200 years. With productivity
alternating in this manner, the economy is in the neighborhood of its stationary distribu-
tion when the permanent shock hits. The resulting series are logged and normalized by
subtracting their year 300 values, so that Figure 2 presents proportional changes.
The first panel of Figure 2 shows the response when aggregate productivity, 4
| , jumps
from its low value, 4u, to its high value, 4M. In particular, with time 0 denoting the initial
period shown in Figure 2, 4
3 ' 4M, 4
f ' 4u,a n d4 
c4 
2cc4 
2ff ' 4M.T h i si sd e p i c t e d
in the graph as a permanent rise in aggregate productivity that begins at period .T h e
dating is the same as in Table 3, so that productivity and output are measured at the end of
the period, while equity, debt and the number of firms are measured at the beginning of the
period.
At period  both output and debt drop sharply. While this is surprising at first glance, it
reflectstheproductionlag;outputisasmuchafunctionofthepreviousperiod’sproductivity—
which is used to predict marginal products for acquiring inputs—as it is of current produc-
tivity. In particular, output at time f is a function of inputs purchased at time , with
4
3 ' 4M, and output at time  is a function of inputs purchased at time f, with 4
f ' 4u.
From period 2 on, 4
| stays high, so that realized productivity is more in line with expected
productivity. All of the endogenous variables return to their initial values, and then begin




28to rise. Debt increases, but equity increases even more, as firms retain more earnings. With
both sources of funds increasing, firms purchase more inputs, so that output increases even
as productivity stays fixed. The number of firms increases as well, as a repeated series of
good productivity draws reduces bankruptcies. Note, however, the economy is growing on
a per-firm as well as an aggregate basis. Finance constraints make this growth quite slug-
gish; even after 30 years, the economy is still expanding, and in the unlikely event of 200
repeated draws of high productivity, it takes the economy around 150 years to level off.
The second panel of Figure 2 shows the response when aggregate productivity jumps
fromitshighvaluetoitslowvalue. Inparticular,4
3 ' 4u,4




4u. This is depicted in the graph as a permanent drop in aggregate productivity that begins
at period . Qualitatively, the response to a productivity decrease is quite similar to the
response to an increase, but except for the initial periods the response to a decrease is
smaller. It turns out that for the period shown in the graphs, the number of firms responds
less when productivity drops than when productivity rises. Such a policy makes sense;
since there is value to staying in business, firms respond to poor business prospects by
(relatively) reducing their operations but taking steps to remain viable. This asymmetry
can also be seen in Table 1. Note that the operating thresholds (e E4) differ relatively little
between the two values of 4, especially for higher values of 47
 .42 A bad aggregate shock
weakens firms’ finances, but it does not make firms much more willing to exit.
5. Alternative Specifications
I turn now to several alternative specifications. This section contains two types of sensitiv-
ity analyses: (1) counterfactual analyses, where only the parameter of interest is changed;
and(2)re-calibrations, wheretheinitialparameterchangeisaccompaniedbyotherchanges
that allowed the model to continue satisfying its calibration criteria. In particular, I gauge
75Recall that the exit thresholds have been rounded up to the nearest gridpoint.
29the importance of the firms’ initial equity endowments through counterfactual analyses,
while I consider the effect of lowering firms’ returns to scale and decreasing the persis-
tence of the idiosyncratic productivity process through re-calibrations.
5.1 Alternative Equity Endowments
The first set of changes that I consider consists of changes to firms’ initial equity endow-
ments. To maintain a similar number of surviving firms, the number of new firms (?f)
is adjusted, but in all other respects the economy is identical to the baseline case.43 The
effects of these changes are shown in the first three columns of Table 4. Recall that in the
baseline case all new firms are endowed with 5.74 units of equity. The second column of
Table 4 shows the results that arise when new firms are endowed with e E4, the lowest
level of equity at which they are willing to stay in business. Comparing columns (1) and
(2) shows that reducing equity endowments dramatically increases the exit rate. But even
though poorly endowed firms exit much more rapidly, reducing equity endowments has
very little effect on aggregate volatility and persistence, or on the debt-equity ratio.
A similar picture appears in column (3), which shows the results that arise when new
firms are endowed with e2 E4, the highest level of equity that firms will carry. When
initial equity is high, output volatility does increase a bit; comparing columns (1) through
(3) shows that economies with better-endowed firms are more volatile, which comports
with the general conclusion that financial frictions reduce output volatility in the baseline
case. Comparing the baseline and high equity cases reveals that exit rates are about 1.1
percentage points lower when new firms are fully endowed. This difference can be thought
76Astheexitrateincreasesordecreases,Ialsodecreaseorincrease,respectively,thenumberofperiodsthatare
discarded before I begin to record the time series. The simulations for the alternative cases also use relatively
fewer firms. To facilitate comparisons—and to give a sense of the importance of idiosyncratic shocks—the
baseline simulations are redone with a smaller number of firms. Comparing Tables 2 and 4 show that going
from an entry rate of 4,000 to 2,000 firms per year has relatively little effect on the summary statistics for the
baseline case.
30of as the ‘‘bankruptcy’’ rate for the baseline case.44 A bankruptcy rate of about 1 percent
is consistent with Cooley and Quadrini (1999a), who argue that roughly 80 percent of all
exiting firms are still solvent.
Note that when firms are well-endowed, endogenous exit accounts for a smaller part of
the volatility. Recall from the baseline case, output volatility was 4.1 percent, but per-firm
volatility was 3.2 percent. Repeating those calculations (see footnote 41) in the high equity
case, we find that the per-firm volatility is 4.92 percent, the same as total volatility.
5.2 Lower Returns to Scale
T h es e c o n ds e to fc h a n g e st h a tIc o n s i d e rc o n s i s t so fl o w e r i n gt h ef i r m ’ sr e t u r n st os c a l e ,
j , from 0.975 to 0.90. While these returns lie at the low end of the empirical estimates
for production functions, they are consistent with a story of monopolistic competition and
intermediate goods.45 Changing the returns to scale dramatically affects firms’ behavior,
so dramatically that unless the model is re-calibrated it does not generate meaningful time
series. Columns (4) through (6) of Table 4 show the revised parameters. Perhaps the most
notable is q, the discounted return to holding rental capital, which rises from 0.996 in
the baseline case to 0.999981 in the recalibration. Recall that the elasticity of a firm’s
optimal scale with respect to its expected productivity is *j.R a i s i n gjfrom 0.025 to 0.1
thus reduces the optimal size gap between low and high-productivity firms, which in turn
reduces the low-productivity firms’ incentive to hold excess capital. The end result is that
77This characterization is not entirely accurate, as some of the additional firms exiting in the baseline case
have fallen below the operating threshold rather than gone bankrupt. Nonetheless, these firms are leaving
because their finances are bad, while many firms in the high equity case are leaving because they realize a
value of w that induces liquidation at any level of equity.
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would differ from the true log of output by only a factor of 4@+4  ,. Then using this logged sum, as I do
here, will mismeasure the size but not the direction of how financial constraints affect the economy.
31lowering the returns to scale induces firms to carry more debt. The model will continue to
match the baseline debt-equity ratio only if the return to capital, q,i si n c r e a s e d .
These effects appear in Figure 3, which shows some of the firm’s policy functions in
greaterdetail. ThefirstpanelofFigure3showsthepoliciesthatarisewhentheproductivity
parameter 4 equals 0.974. Comparing the first panel of Figure 3 to the first panel of Figure
1 (where 4 equals 0.976), shows that lower returns to scale lead firms to hold less equity,
even with q increased.46 Both figures show, however, extended regions where increased
equity leads to lower production. The second panel of Figure 3 shows the policies that
arise when 4 equals 1.214. Just as in the baseline case, firms with the highest productivity
always borrow to the limit.
Returning to column (4) of Table 4, one sees that, relative to the frictionless benchmark,
financial frictions and endogenous exit serve to increase output volatility. This reflects not
so much a stronger financial accelerator—in fact aggregate productivity is more volatile in
the lower returns case—as a less volatile frictionless alternative. Column (4) also shows
that financial frictions make both output and output growth more persistent, although as
in the baseline case the effect is quantitatively small. Some additional details of the low
returns case are provided in Table 5, and Figure 4 shows that the low returns case also
generates asymmetric responses to productivity shocks.
Columns(5)and(6)ofTable4showtheeffectsofchangingtheinitialequityendowment
when the returns to scale are 0.9. In contrast to the baseline case, when returns are low,
higher equity endowments do not imply higher volatility. Rather, volatility is lower when
firms are fully endowed or minimally endowed. This suggests that when firms are fully
endowed,financialconstraintsareirrelevant,andwhenfirmsareminimallyendowed,firms
79Note that even though low productivity firms might hold more debt in the lower-returns model than in the
baseline model, the high-debt, high productivity firms operate at a much smaller scale. This allows the two
models to generate similar debt-equity ratios.
32exit so rapidly that the financial accelerator does not have time to take effect.
5.3 Uncorrelated Idiosyncratic Shocks
The final set of changes that I consider consists of making the idiosyncratic shocks uncor-
related. Doing this removes almost all of the uncertainty about the firm’s optimal scale
of operations, and thus reduces the returns to internal resources. Moving to uncorrelated
idiosyncratic shocks thusrequires me to recalibrate the model, to induce firms to hold more
equity.47 The two most important changes I make are to raise q, the discounted return to
holdingrentalcapital, to0.999981—itsvalueinthelower-returnscase—andtoincreasethe
variance of the unit-mean idiosyncratic shock from 9 to 32 percent. A useful comparison
is Cooley and Quadrini (1999a), who use an normally-distributed idiosyncratic shock with
a mean value of 6.5 percent and a standard deviation of 9 percent. Such a distribution not
only has a relative standard deviation of 140 percent, but also implies that the gross returns
to production are negative over 20 percent of the time.48
Whentheidiosyncraticshocksareotherwiseuncorrelated,itisalsodifficulttomatchexit
ratesandfinancingpercentageswithoutusingCooleyandQuadrini’sdeviceofa‘‘catastroph-
ic’’ shock. In particular, I allow the firm’s productivity to permanently drop to zero, so that
the firm shuts down. I set the probability of this catastrophic shock, which is the same
for all operating firms, to 3.4 percent, the exit rate for fully funded firms in the baseline
case.49 While the lowest values of 4 play a similar role in the baseline case, in the baseline
7:I also follow Cooley and Quadrini by allowing the firm’s productivity to premanently drop to zero, so that
the firm shuts down. I set the probability of this catastrophic shock, which is the same for all operating firms,
to 3.4 percent, the exit rate for fully funded firms in the baseline case (see column (3) of Table 4). When the
idiosyncratic shocks are otherwise uncorrelated, it is difficult to match exit rates and financing percentages
without such a shock, and such a shock allows firms exit without being in obvious financial distress. See
footnote44.
7;While the analog to  in Cooley and Quadrini has a value of 0.9984, the effective return to holding capital
is lower, because firms can go bankrupt. (While their overall bankruptcy rate is 1 percent, the rate for healthy
firms considering whether to save is probably a bit lower.)
7<See column (3) of Table 4 and the discussion of the alternative equity endowments.
33case the ‘‘shutdown shocks’’ and the shocks for operating firms are drawn from the same
distribution, rather than the merger of two separate distributions.
Figure 5 shows the policies firms adopt when aggregate productivity is low. While the
borrowing constraint binds only at the lowest values of equity (as Cooley and Quadrini
find), firms never completely eliminate their debt. Column (7) of Table 4 shows the results
for the aggregate simulations. The most striking result, relative to the baseline case, is that
addingfinancialconstraintsandendogenousexitslightlyincreasesoutputvolatilityrelative
to the no-frictions benchmark. Given that the borrowing constraint binds only at the lowest
levels of equity and that most firms exit exogenously, this volatility effect suggests that
most firms are not financially constrained, so that financial constraints have little effect on
how production responds to aggregate shocks.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, I considered whether finance constraints are important propagation mecha-
nismswhenfirmsdynamicallyallocatetheirfinancialresourcesandfacepersistentidiosyn-
cratic uncertainty. I also asked a related question: do the effects of finance constraints on
aggregate volatility and persistence depend on the details of an individual firm’s environ-
ment? To answer these questions, I first constructed a detailed model of firm behavior, and
characterized its solution. In addition to providing background for the aggregate results,
this analysis yielded several useful technical and substantive firm-level results, especially
concerning the way in which firms with different technology levels adopt strikingly differ-
ent financial policies. Moving to the aggregate level, I compared the time series generated
by the model to the series generated by a simple no-frictions alternative. These analyses
showedthatwhentheoptimalfrictionlessscaleissensitivetoexpectedproductivity,finance
constraints reduce volatility, but that when the elasticity of scale is slightly lower, financial
constraints increase volatility. Moreover, the analyses revealed that when the firm-specific
34shocks are uncorrelated, finance constraints affect volatility much less. The analyses also
showed that financial frictions make aggregate output and output growth more persistent,
but only slightly so. Finally, I found that finance constraints generate asymmetric aggre-
gate behavior; the increase in aggregate output that follows a positive technology shock is
bigger than the decrease that follows a negative shock.
357. Appendix A: Proofs
7.1 Preliminaries
I will work in the following function space:
@

sGE'd f ce oP$?GE   s r KJ?_e_ @?_ SJ?|?Jr(
E ;e 5 dfcoc;45PcsE ec4'e

c (29)
which can be shown to be a closed subset of the larger space of bounded continuous func-
tions. I define boundedness with the standard sup norm:
nsn 't  T
4 M P ceME
ms Eec4m (30)
For convenience, I will use % and % to denote %| and %|n, respectively.
I begin with three preliminary results.
Proposition A1. For all e| 5E, 4| 5P , and any feasible dividend policy function _Ee|c4 |:
(i) the discounted sum of expected dividends,


























Proof. Sincedividendsareboundedabovebyequity, theprooffollowstriviallyfromo:f ,
	 , and the upper bound on equity e. 
Remark. In the proofs that follow, I will assume that the upper bound never binds. Should
it bind the required modifications are straightforward, if tedious.
Proposition A2. The solution to the functional equation given by equation (14) exists, is
continuousandstrictlyincreasingine,andliesin@. Moreover,thesolutionisincreasing
in 4.
Proof. First use equation (4) to rewrite equation (3), the law of motion for equity, as
e
 ' Eh ec&c,cKc4
'4 @  





|  E n oKcf

c (32)
Notethatis continuousandmonotoneinallofitsarguments. (& and, willberestricted
to be non-negative below.) Moreover Efcfcfcfc4 'f . It can be shown that under
the constraints introduced below  is never negative.
Turning to the constraint set, let K7 be the constraint set if the firm stays in business (the
second option in equation (14)), and Ku be the constraint set if the firm liquidates:
Ku Eec4'i h ec&c,cK GE  &','K'f (E     h e  e  jc (33)
36K7 Eec4'

h ec&c,cK GE   &c,ch e  f( E h e  e  (
E K  h e(E  , no& E& h e  K

c sec(34)
K7 Eec4'> c se	 
Fore  f,K  Ku^K7 isneverempty. Ku andK7 (whennotempty)areeachcontinuous,
compact-valued, and increasing in both e and 4. Since K7 Ec4  KuEc4, it follows
that K is continuous, compact-valued and increasing in both e and 4.
We have the following functional equation:
T Eec4 ' 4@ 
Eh ec&c,cKMKEec4
e    h e n

no
.iTE E h ec&c,cKc4
c4
m4j (35)
Note that this equation is equivalent to the one in (14). Recalling Proposition A1 above
and the restrictions on 4 made in Assumption 1, one can use standard arguments to show
that T exists, is measurable, and is continuous. (See Stokey and Lucas, 1989, chapter
9.)






It follows that for e  ,
T Eec4' 4 @  
h e M d 3 ce3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Let A G @$@denote the operator given by the the right-hand-side of (35). Following
Lucas and Stokey (1989, chapter 9), one can show that T is increasing in 4 and strictly
increasing in e by showing that A maps functions increasing in e and 4 into functions
strictly increasing in e and increasing in 4. Suppose that s GEP$?is increasing in
e and 4.L e tE h e @ c& @c, @cK @be a policy vector that solves (35) when Eec4'E e @ c4 @.
Then for eK :e @,

















so that As is strictly increasing in e. The third line follows from the definition of the
operator A and KEe @c4KEe Kc4. Next, recall from Assumption 1 that the transition
function 'E4c, ' G Pz $ dfco, is monotone. Then for 4K :4 @,
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37so that Asis increasing in 4. The first line holds because' is monotone,  is increasing
in 4,a n dsis increasing in both arguments. The second line follows from the definition
of A and KEec4@  KEec4K. 
Proposition A3. For e: , the optimal policy vector for the function denoted by T7
in equation (14) will contain positive values of h e, & and ,. Moreover, with this policy
vector the function Eh ec&c,cKc4 defined in equation (32) will be positive and strictly
increasing in 4.
Proof. First, rewrite T7 as
T7 Eec4' 4 @  
E h ec&c,cKMK7Eec4
e    h e n

no
.iTE E h ec&c,cKc4
c4
m4j (40)
Now consider the function
T 7 Eec4 ' 4@ 
Eh ec&c,cKMK7Eec4








with 4 : f the lower bound on technology defined in Assumption 1. Recall that the
firm can always choose to liquidate, and T EEh ec&c,cKc4c4 is increasing in 4 (from
Proposition A2), so that for 0:f ,

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Since the benefits to retaining dividends and acquiring capital and/or labor are higher
for the ‘‘true’’ function T 7, it follows that if T 7 is solved with h ec&c, : f, the policy that
solves T7 will also have h ec&c, : f.
Next consider the policy h e ' # Ee  , K ' e h e, & ' , '
o&ne 
o&nh e,w i t h#5dfco and
e  5 do&co. Thisisafeasiblebutnotnecessarilyoptimalstrategy. Combinethispolicy
with the lower bound (41) to get




















  3 j

Since j 5 Efc, it is straightforward to see that T Eec#ce  is maximized with #c
Ee no& : f,s ot h a th e'&','for h e:fwith & ' , 'fis not optimal. Fi-
nally, it is clear that if &:f(or ,:f ), it cannot be optimal to set , 'f(or & 'f ).
With h ec&c, : f, it follows from the definition of Eh ec&c,cKc4, , n o& E& h e  K,
K  h e,a n d4:f ,t h a tE h ec&c,cKc4 will be positive and strictly increasing in 4. 
38Proposition A4. For e  , the function denoted by T7 in equation (14) is continuous and
strictly increasing in e and continuous and increasing in 4. Moreover, for e: ,T 7is
strictly increasing in 4.
Proof. Recall the definition of T7 given by (40). Given the properties of T , ,a n dK 7
established in Proposition A2 above, it follows from the Theorem of the Maximum that
for e  , T7 exists and is continuous in e.
Fix e.L e tE h e @ c& @c, @cK @be a policy vector that solves (40) when 4 ' 4@. Recall from
Assumption 1 that the transition function 'E4c, ' G Pz $ dfco, is monotone.
Then for 4K :4 @,

















The second line holds because ' is monotone,  is increasing in 4,a n dT is increas-
ing in both arguments. The third line follows from the definition of T7 and K7 Eec4@ 
K7 Eec4K. Moreover, when e: , it follows from Proposition A3 that the weak in-
equality in the second line can be made strict, as  is now strictly increasing in 4,a n d
Tis strictly increasing in e.
A similar line of argument shows that T7 is strictly increasing in e. 
With these results, we can turn to the propositions presented in the main text.
Proposition 1.F o ra l l45 P, :f cthere exists an eE4 5 Ec4 such that for e	e ,
liquidation is an optimal strategy, and for e:e  , operating is the optimal strategy. In
addition, eE4 is decreasing in 4, and when finite is strictly decreasing in 4.
Proof. Let T7 be the value of staying in business as defined in (40). Fixing 4, consider now
av a l u eo fe ,s a ye @,w h e r eT 7E e @c4:e @.L e tE h e @cK @c& @c, @be the associated vector of
optimal policies. Now consider eK :e @. If the firm liquidates at eK, its value is eK.O n
the other hand, the firm can stay in business and choose the policy Eh e@cK @c& @c, @.T h i s
policy is clearly feasible, and yields the firm T7Ee@c4nE e Ke @:e K.T h i sv e r i f i e s
thatthefirmwillneverliquidatefore:e @. Ifthefirmalwaysliquidates,leteE4'4 .
Otherwise, let
eE4'?s ie G T7Eec4 :e j (46)
39Given the definition of K7 in equation (34), e  ,a n da te' ,T 7 'f . Recall
from Proposition A4 that for e  , T7 is continuous in e. Since T7 E'f	 ,t h i s
implies e : .
Finally, it follows from the last part of Proposition A4 that equation (46) will hold only
if eE4 is decreasing in 4, and strictly decreasing when finite. 
Proposition 2.F o r e: , the solution to the saddle-point problem denoted by T7 in
equation (15) must obey first-order conditions.
Proof. (This proof is an extension of the perturbation approach in Zeldes, 1989, and Pakes,
1994.) Begin by rewriting T7 as:
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with the indicator function 7 given by
7 Eec4'

f s e  e E4c
 s e : e E4 c (48)
and the function  redefined (slightly) as
Eh ec&c,c4




| E n oE, no&&c (49)
using the results from Proposition A3 that the optimal values of h e, &, , and  will be
positive.
It follows from standard arguments (see Stokey and Lucas, 1989, Theorem 7.6 and Ex-
ercise 9.7) that 7 Eec4 and the optimal policies h eEec4 and V Eec4 are integrable.
Let ‘‘0’’ subscripts denote a measurable selection from the policy correspondence gen-
erated by this solution. Now consider the alternative policy, denoted by ‘‘1’’ subscripts,
where:
h e ' h ef  0c (50)
40and all other policy variables—including 7—are unchanged. For small perturbations
from K7 Eec4, Proposition A3 and 4 : f ensure that Eh ec& fc, fc4 will be positive.
Sincee E4 :(byProposition1), itthenfollowsthatwhen7f ' ,E h e c& fc, fc4 
will be positive as well. The alternative policy is thus a feasible policy for the saddle-
point problem, even if it is not feasible for the original problem. It follows that the
derivative of the saddle-point problem with respect to this perturbation must be zero.






which corresponds to equation (22).
Since &f and ,f are positive (by Proposition A3), equation (18) follows from the pertur-
bation:
& ' &f  0c (52)





Proposition 3. When  'f , there exists an equity threshold e2 E4, such that an optimal
dividend policy is 6@%ifcee 2E 4  j , and optimal capital, labor and borrowing are
constant for e  e2 E4.
Proof. When  'f ,KEec4'K 7E ec4. It is straightforward to show that the function
Eh ec&c,c4 is concave in its first three arguments over the graph of K7.O n ec a nt h e n
use standard arguments (see Stokey and Lucas, 1989, chapter 9) to show that T Eec4
is concave in e,s ot h a t.i TE  E h ec&c,c4c4 m4jis concave in Eh ec&c, as well. It
then follows from the Kuhn-Tucker theorem (see Takayama, 1985, Theorem 1.B.5) that
T Eec4 can be written as the saddle-point problem shown in equation (47).
It follows from Proposition 2 that for e:f , the optimal policies for T Eec4 must
satisfy the first-order conditions given by equations (22) and (18). In addition, since
. iT EEh ec&c,c4c4 m4jis concave in Eh ec&c,, these first-order conditions are suffi-
cient for a maximum. Now suppose that at e2 the firm is issuing dividends, so that the
firm’s optimal policy is Eh e2c& 2c, 2, with h e2 	e 2. It is straightforward to see that for any
e  h e2 (not just e  e2), Eh e2c& 2c, 2also satisfies the first-order conditions.
If the firm would never pay dividends, e2 E4 4 . Otherwise, let
e2E4 ' ?u ie G h eEec4 	e jc (54)
with h eEec4 an element of the optimal policy correspondence. It follows from the argu-
ments given immediately above that h eEe2E4c4'e , so that dividends are zero. Since
h eEe2E4c4is optimal for e:e 2 E 4  , it follows immediately that 6@%ifcee 2E 4  j
41is an optimal dividend policy, while Eh e2c& 2c, 2(and thus borrowing) are constant for
e  e2. 
8. Appendix B: Numerical Solution of the Value Function
Tofindthefirm’svaluefunction—andtheassociatedoptimalpolicies—Iiterateuponequa-
tion(14). SinceT Eec4isdefinedoveracontinuumofequitypoints, Isubstituteforitwith
h T Eec4. For each value of 4, h T Eec4 is defined explicitly over a grid of equity points and
found by linear interpolation elsewhere. The solution to Bellman’s equation also utilizes
a discrete grid over the space of policy vectors E_cKc,c&.50 Initially, this grid is defined
very coarsely over a wide space. As the approximations for T converge, the grid shrinks
around the actions chosen in the preceding iterations. By the end the policy grids are less
than &  f3. long in each dimension, where & is an upper bound on the capital stock.51
All the simulations are performed in GAUSS, and the value function usually takes less than
one day to converge with a 400mhz Pentium processor.52
I speed the algorithm up in various ways. Using the error bounds approach, I adjust the
approximate value function by an amount that reflected the maximum difference between
theapproximateandthetruevaluefunction.53 Thealgorithmalsoincorporatespolicyfunc-
tion iteration: given a set of actions chosen through an iteration on equation (14), one finds
the value function that would arise if these actions were taken as optimal, and uses that
function as the updated estimate of T .54
The solution algorithm also incorporates two features of the model’s analytical solution:
83More sophisticated search methods tended to have difficulties.
84A series of shrinking grids will find the optimal action when the objective function is globally concave,
and if F @3 , equation (14) will preserve the concavity of our linear initial guess. Matters are less clear for
FA3 , butbyshrinkingthegridsslowly, oneallowstheapproximate Y to’’gel’’intoafairlyregularfunction.
85My programs incorporate code written by Rust for his study of bus replacement dynamics. See Rust (1996)
for a comparison of the various programs.
86See Bertsekas (1987) and Rust (1996).
87Again, see Bertsekas (1987) and Rust (1996).
42the capital-labor ratio follows the first-order condition given by equation (18); and policies
followthethresholdruledescribedinProposition3. Intheinitialiterations,whenthepolicy
grid is coarse, I first find the optimal policies at all points on the equity grid. This allows
me to identify an initial dividend threshold. I then apply the dividend threshold result, but
only for equity values in excess of an ‘‘approximate’’ threshold that is several grid points
beyond the ‘‘actual’’ threshold. This allows me to check after each iteration for changes in
the actual threshold, and to adjust the approximate threshold accordingly.
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Panel B: Optimal Policies when 4| '  2S
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Panel B: Response to a Negative Shock
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Panel B: Optimal Policies when 4| '  2e
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Features of a Firm’s Optimal Policies
Baseline Case
Conditional Operating Dividend Capital (&|)






e E4| e2 E4| Threshold Capital
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Aggregate Productivity = fbb..
fHb fH.2S 4 NA NA ff2
fHDD fHb.e 4 NA NA ffD
fHbe fb2eb He2 S2D f2 fS
fbe fbDe DS. bf2 f.b fDS
fb.S fbHeD .f 2e.e 2.b b.
f2f fDH 22f 2DH bHf SHb
fSS feH DS Df. e2H 2ef
e fH 2e HDH .b Hf.
Se H fD 2DD ..e 2.ee
2S eeH fbS 2f2 bDb2 H22eb
Aggregate Productivity = ff2
fH22 fH.Sf 4 NA NA ff2
fHDb fbffb 4 NA NA ffS
fHbH fb2HD .D S.f f2. fb
fbH fbD.H ebS 2fDf fb fSS
fbH fbHH  2See 2. 2f
f2D fbH 2fS Db eD HfD
f. fD22 DS DS2f eff 2He
b fHD2 2e bSf .SD bSbb
Sb H2 fD eSb2 e.Sb 2fef
222 eb fbS .2Sf bS. bSf2b
49Table 2
Summary Statistics for Aggregate Variables@
Baseline Case
Mean Standard Deviation (%) Serial Correlation
Value Unfiltered HP-Filteredc Unfiltered HP-Filteredc













































































































NA NA NA NA
Exit Rate (%) eD.
Eff2
NA NA NA NA
Exit Rate:
0-6 years (%) .eH
Eff
NA NA NA NA
aStatistics are averages across 16 simulations of 100 periods, with 4,000 firms entering each period.
Parentheses contain standard errors, measured as the standard deviation of the relevant statistic across
Q simulations divided by
s
Q.
bFor the aggregate productivity shock, no summing is necessary.
cData passed through the Hodrick-Prescott filter with a smoothness parameter of 100.
50Table 3
Contemporaneous Correlations of Aggregate Variablesa
Baseline Case







































































Number of Firms ff
ENA
Panel A: Unfiltered Data







































































Number of Firms ff
ENA
Panel B: Data Hodrick-Prescott-filteredb
aStatistics are averages across 16 simulations of 100 periods, with 4,000 firms entering each period.
Parentheses contain standard errors, measured as the standard deviation of the relevant statistic across
Q simulations divided by
s
Q.
bSmoothness parameter set to 100.
51Table 4
Summary Statistics for Aggregate Variables
Baseline Case Lower Returns to Scale
Full Low High Full Low High 47
|
Equity Equity Equity Equity Equity Equity i.i.d.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Parameter Values
  j (Returns to Scale) fb.D fb.D fb.D fbff fbff fbff fb.D
Std. Dev.(47
|)( % ) H  . H. H. H. H. H. 2.
 (Correlation of 47
|) f.f2 f.f2 f.f2 f.f2 f.f2 f.f2 ffff
Std. Dev.(*?E4
|)( % ) f  22H f22H f22H fefH fefH fefH fe
Correlation of *?E4
| fHD fHD fHD fHD fHD fHD fHD
 (Borrowing Limit) fbfe fbfe fbfe fbfe fbfe fbfe fbfe
q (Effective Discount Rate) fbbS fbbS fbbS fff fff fff fff
 (Fixed Cost) fDb fDb fDb ffS ffS ffS ffb
?f (New Firms Entering) 2cfff DcDff cDff cfff ceff .Df 2cfff
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52Table 5
Summary Statistics for Aggregate Variables@
Lower Returns Case (j 'f   )
Mean Standard Deviation (%) Serial Correlation
Value Unfiltered HP-Filteredc Unfiltered HP-Filteredc












































































































NA NA NA NA
Exit Rate (%) eDD
Eff2
NA NA NA NA
Exit Rate:
0-6 years (%) .
Effe
NA NA NA NA
aStatistics are averages across 16 simulations of 100 periods, with 2,000 firms entering each period.
Parentheses contain standard errors, measured as the standard deviation of the relevant statistic across
Q simulations divided by
s
Q.
bFor the aggregate productivity shock, no summing is necessary.
cData passed through the Hodrick-Prescott filter with a smoothness parameter of 100.
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